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Firewalls are a mess!
Compiling and decompiling network policies
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netfilter/iptables
Background

Allow only incoming SSH traffic to the firewall

iptables -t filter -P INPUT DROP
iptables -t filter -A INPUT -p tcp --dport 22 -j ACCEPT

Standard framework for packet filtering and address translation in Linux

- Based on tables containing lists of rules called chains, inspected in specific 
moments of packets life cycle

- Each rule specifies a condition and a target
- Rules in a chain are evaluated in order (last rule: default policy)
- Supports stateful firewalling and Network Address Translation (NAT)



Case Study
Attack/Defense CTFs

Team Foo Team Bar

Team Network

Organizers 
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Machine
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segment
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Security Policy
- Team lan → game / Internet
- Team lan → Vulnbox (using ext ip)
- Vulnbox can only receive connections

- on specific ports

Reverse Proxy

What if we need a 
reverse proxy?

iptables -P INPUT DROP
iptables -P FORWARD DROP
iptables -A INPUT -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
iptables -A FORWARD -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT

iptables -A FORWARD -i team -j ACCEPT
iptables -A FORWARD -i proxy -j ACCEPT

iptables -t mangle -A FORWARD -i game -d $PROXYIP -j DROP

iptables -A FORWARD -i game -d $PROXYIP -p tcp --dport $S1PRT -j ACCEPT
...
iptables -A FORWARD -i game -d $PROXYIP -p tcp --dport $SNPRT -j ACCEPT

iptables -t nat -A -i game -A PREROUTING -p tcp -d $VULNIP --dport $S1PRT \
   -j DNAT --to-destination $PROXYIP
...
iptables -t nat -A -i game -A PREROUTING -p tcp -d $VULNIP --dport $SNPRT \
   -j DNAT --to-destination $PROXYIP

iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -i team -o game -j MASQUERADE



iptables issues
Firewall maintainability

Rules are context-dependant!

iptables ... --source N1 -j ACCEPT
iptables ... --dport 80 -j DROP
iptables ... --source N2 -j ACCEPT
iptables ... --dport 22 -j DROP

Packets from N2 to 
port 80 are DROPed

Filters apply on NATed packets!

Order matters, 
rule semantics depend on which table and chain is used.

Configurations grow over time and are maintained by 
several system administrators



First Solution
Declarative Configurations

INTERFACES
ext   ethX  0.0.0.0/0
lan   ethX  192.168.XX.0/24
game  game  10.0.0.0/8
proxy proxy 10.XX.XX.0/24

ALIASES
proxy_ip 10.XX.XX.2
vuln_ip  10.60.XX.2

FIREWALL
local > *
game > [vuln_ip:80] proxy_ip tcp
game > [vuln_ip:31337] proxy_ip tcp

lan [.] > ext

https://github.com/secgroup/mignis

mignis
compiler

iptables-save
Configuration

Declarative
Configuration

1. Declarative style
2. Order does not matter
3. No need to think about tables/chains

Default DROP
Explicit ACCEPT



Mignis Rules



Mignis Rules

Abstract high level language 
with single-step semantics

The translation has been 
formally verified in a CSF ‘14 
paper



General issues
Firewall maintainability

- Low-level configuration languages
- Rules are context-dependent
- Packet routing determines which rulesets are inspected
- NAT modifies the packet while it traverses the firewall 

Existing firewall systems differ in:
- How rules are organized and inspected
- How to select the matching rule (e.g., first vs last)

Huge already existent rulesets!
- We cannot just rewrite 

everything in mignis



Second Solution
Validating firewalls and automated porting
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CTF CheckSystem
3 Teams A/D CTF
~250 iptables rules VPN VPN

The network can be open or closed 
depending on the state of the game

manager

Case Study
Revisited

FWS> synthesis(policy) 
       in forward 
       where srcIp = team03
FWS> diff(policy, policy-closed) 
       in forward 
       where srcIp = team03



Theoretical Background



FWS: Overview of the approach



IFCL - Intermediate firewall language

iptables

pf
ipfw 

cisco ios 

Supports NAT, Call/Jump, Stateful filters

Rulesets: list of rules applied to packets

Chain Inpf :
(state = 1, ACCEPT)
(protocol = icmp ∧ dstPort = 1194, ACCEPT)
(protocol = tcp ∧ dstPort = 80, DROP)

Control diagram: which rulesets are 
applied when processing packets



Solving firewalls as logic formulas

Packetsare tuples of Z3 bit-vector variables
(srcIP, srcPort, dstIP, dstPort, protocol, state)

Rule constraints are expressed as logical formulas on the packet variables

We extend the ALL-BV-SAT algorithm of Jayaraman et al. to work with NAT

The output is a set of multi-cubes that represent groups of 
accepted packets in a succinct way
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